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Abstract
Similitude theory is a powerful tool to establish the sufficient and necessary conditions of

similarity between the model and protofype. Recently a few authors [1-4] have published several

pup.rt on laminated plates to develop the similarity conditions for plate buckling problems. However,

ihey applied the similitude transformation to the solutions of the governing differential equations

insieai of to the governing differential equations directly. This causes serious l imitation on the

applicabil ity of the similitude theory because exact or approximate analytical solutions must be

uuuituUI. blfore they can apply the similitude transformation. This research paper is to demonstrate

the merits of the i imil itude theory by applying the similitude transformation to the governing

differential equations of symmetric cross-ply Iaminated plates directly. Then the similitude invariants,

hence the ,"uiing laws, for buckling loads of plates subjected to biaxial and shear loads are derived'

The validity otlhis approach is confirmed by reducing the obtained scaling laws to the case of

isotropic plates. Numeiical examples for the two loading types show exact agreement between results

predicting from the similitude invariants and the available analytical solutions. For isotropic cases, the

scaling l iws also show exact agreement when using the different material property, the Young's

modulus, forthe model and prototype. Therefore, f lexibil i ty in choosingthe material of the model to

economize the experiment is at our disposal.

1. Introduction
Laminated composites are gaining wider

use in mechanical and aerospace applications

due to their high specific stiffness and high

specific strength. Many mathematical models of

these complex components are seldom amenable

to rigorous solution. Any new design base orl

composite materials usually requires extensive

experiment evaluation before going to

production. This arises the need for efficient

experimental design to verifo the approximate

analytical or numerical solutions and the need

for determining the relationships among system

parameters by measurement. This is where the

similitude method appears as an indispensable
tool. Similitude theory can be roughly stated to

be a branch of science concerned with sufficient

and necessary conditions of similarity among
phenomena. As wil l be seen that the statement

of simil itude theory is founded on a rigorous

mathematical basis
Simitses, et. al I l-4] have published several

papers on laminated plates that deal with the

establishment of the similarity conditions

between the two phenomena, the model and the

prototype. Then they use these similarity
conditions, or "scaling laws" to design scaled-

down models and make use of theoretical

calculations of these models to predict the

behavior of the prototypes. However, they have

applied the similitude theory to the solutions of

the governing differential equations (GDE)

instead of to the GDE directly. This procedure
puts serious l imitation on the applicabil ity of the

concept of simil itude theory because some

forms of exact or approximate analytical

solutions must be obtained before they can apply

the similitude transformation' The main

obiective of this study is to demonstrate the
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merits of the similitude theory by applying it to
the GDE directly. Then the similitude invariants
for the buckling loads of the cross-ply laminated
plates subjected to biaxial and shear loads have
been established, hence the scaling laws have
been derived. To demonstrate the validity, the
scaling laws for the laminated plates have been
reduced to the cases of isotropic rectangular
plates subjected to uniaxial compression and
shear loads. The well-known analytical solutions
of the latter are then used to compare with the
prediction by the scaling laws obtained from the
similitude transformation. In this study, in
absence oftest data ofthe model, the author has
theoretically calculated the buckling loads ofthe
model and prototype from the well-known
solutions, then substitute the results of the model
into the scaling laws to predict the buckling
loads ofthe prototype.

2. Conditions for Complete Similitude
Considering all variables, geometric and

physical, ofthe prototype and the model denoted
by Xo1 and X.; respectively, where i : 1,2,.... n.
The two systems or phenomena are similar if
their corresponding characteristics are connected
by bi-unique (one-to-one) mappings such that

Xn = CX.
and X, = C-' Xp

Hence, the following theorem can be stated [5]:
The sfficient and necessary condition oi
similitude between two systems is that the
mathematical model of the one be related by a

bi-unique transformation to that of the other.
Mathematical models of similar systems

are invariable under similitude transformation
Hence, the differential equations of any two

similar systems must coincide, ie.

L(X,i) -- L(Xoi) (l)

Let the model and prototype variables be

related to each other by the equations:

Xoi : CiX.i

Substitute eq. (2) into ( I ) ,

L(X,i) :  L(C,X.i)

From the above theorem , it is necessary that,
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L(X,;) : <p(C;) L(X,i)

where <p(C;) is the functional relationship among
the transformation parameters. Therefore it is
compulsory that

9 (C i ) :  1

Hence, the condition for the two systems to
be similar is that the function l inking the
transformation parameters equals to unity. The
equation q(Ci) : 1, is accordingly called the
conditional equation or simil itude invariant.
Now the author shall apply the above theory to
the GDE of the symmetric cross-ply laminated
plate buckling directly.

3. Buckling of Symmetric Cross-Ply
Laminated Rectangular Plates

Subjected to Biaxial Loading
For laminates that are symmetric in both

geometry and material properties about the
middle surface, the general stiffness equations
will simplif, considerably. The symmetric
cross-ply laminates have their major principal
material directions alternating at 0" and 90" to
the laminate axes, for example, (0/90/0)'. When
thicknesses, locations, and material properties of
the laminate are symmetric about the middle
surface of the laminate, coupling between
bending and extension is eliminated. In this case
the following stiffnesses are zero 16).

t , j  = 0 , A r c  = A Z A  = D r O  D Z A  - - 0 .

Therefore, symmetric laminates are least
difficult to analyze and commonly used as
structural components where weight is an
important factor.

Consider the symmetric cross-PlY
laminated plates subjected to the inplane normal

and shear loads, N** . frr, ,N*, . the GDE for

buckling analysis, after dropping the variational

symbol6,  is  [6 ] :

Al  1 u,**  +(Ar ,  + AUU )  v ,xy +AUU u, t t  = 0

(3)

(2)
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( \Z + 466 )  u,*y *466 u,**  +A22 v,n = 0

(4)

Qt *'***1z(\r+z\3 *'** \z*'yyw
*N** *'*** frry *'r,f 2 N*, w'*, = o (5)

3.1 Case I:Biaxial Loading
Consider the case of plates subjected to

N**,Nyy only, and let the in-plane load ratio be

such that Nr, = PN**, and since the above

equations are decoupled, hence, the required
GDE for classical buckling analysis is:

B r *x**J2( B 2 *2D66) *r*yy*\z*' yyw

* \* ( ****\ryyy) =0 (6)

Let the variables ofthe prototype be related
to those of the model through the similitude
scaling factors as follows.

x O = C * x . ,  y  p  
: C y y . ,  w O : C * w m ,

(DU)p = Co,J(Dij)n.,, Pp = CpPn,, and

(N**)p = cN**(i l**)n.,

By applying similitude transformation to eq.(6),
the following necessary conditions for the
models to behave exactly as the prototype are
derived:

cort - cotz --coaa -cnzz
c! cz*c? c?c? cj

= S =55- 
Q)

c'x c'y

Let K** =\d
Ezzh3
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Crc**cpzzCi
c --Nxx

c?

Let the model and prototype have complete
geometric similarity, therefore from eq.(7) the
following conditional eq uations are obtained:

Cp: I and

c  -  
C o t t  

-  
c o t 2  

--Kxx 
arrr.i ,rrrrtn
cnoo

/  e \

l E " ' h '  I
\  . "  lm

Kxxp = Kx*m cstiff 
CJf
\ " 22 "  )p

coz2

"rrt?, (g)

?
cgzzcn

Hence, for complete similarity between the
prototype and its model it is required that

Corr = CDtz = Cozz = Coeo (9)

That is, the scaling factors of all laminate
flexural stiffnesses must be equal and the load
ratio must be the same for both the model and
prototype. Let the scaling factors of the flexural
stiffnesses be equal to C,66, then eq.(8) yields
the following similitude invariant for the
symmetric cross-ply laminated plates subjected
to biaxial loadins.

t*** tur, ti
=  1  ( 1 0 )

c . _
StIlI

From eq.(10), the following scaling lqw can be
written:

( 1 1 )

It is seen that COU in eq.(9) depend on the

material properties, number of plies and stacking
sequence but are independent of the ply
thickness, therefore two laminated plates with
different ply thicknesses but with the same

which yields the following similitude relation :
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stacking sequence will satisfu the similarity
conditions.

3.1.1 Special Case: Isotropic plates
In this case Dii = D , hence, eq.(10) is

reduced to:

t*** t, ti

co

or the scaling law is

( "  E h 3 )  ( "  E h 3 )

l * * l = l * * l
l D l t D l,  / p  \  / m

If both the model and prototype materials

have about the same value of v, then

K = K and the predicted N*rO can be
xxp xxm

calculated by the scaling law eq.(12) as follows.

t _ \
l N f'  XX 'P

Numerical Examples
Model  data :  a :  500 mm.,  b :  250 mm
h  = 2 . 5  m m . ,  E : 6 7  G N / m 2 .  v : 0 . 3
Prototype data: a: 5,000 mm., b : 2,500 mm.,

h  :  25  mm. ,  E  :61GN/m2 .  v=  0 .3

Consider plates with all sides being simply-
supported, the exact solution of buckling load
from reference [7] is:
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In using eq. (12) to calculate the predicted

value from the similitude theory also gives

N = 605 N/mm. .
xxp

Now let the materials of the test model

differs from that of the prototype such that

2
E = 3E = 201 GN/m- and all other parameters

P m

remain the same, it can be shown that the
following results are obtained:

From theory: N**r = 60.5 N/mm.

N = 1,815 N/mm.
xxp

From eq (12) :  N = 1,815 N/mm.
xxp

Notice that the similitude invariant eq.(10)
is independent ofthe boundary conditions ofthe
plates. Hence, it applies to all boundary
conditions, since the effects of boundary
condition will be included in the test data of the
models as wil l be seen in the next case. This is
one of the advantages of using the similitude
transformation in designing experiments.

3.2 Case II : Shear Load :
Consider the case of plates subjected to

N only,  the G DE is :
xy

9 l*x**** 2 ( q, + 2D6) *x*yy92*yyyy

+ ? N  *  = 0'  - ' X v  
X v

Let Ks =

N b -
xy

j

E  h -
22

Applying the similitude transformation to the
above GDE and proceed as the biaxial loading
case one can obtain the following similitude
invariants:

%,'= ttz= %zz= boe cstln

(o**r[t]'[*J'[*] ,",

4 n 2 D
N*,

b 2

From which the theoretical results of the model
and prototype are :

N = 60.5 N/mm
XXIN

N = 605 N/mm.
xxp 3

cr, cezz ct', - ,
c .^^

strll

5 8

(  1 3 )



Therefore the scaling law for this case is:

Ktp Ksm Cstiff
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(14)

equations directly. For special cases, the
predicted buckling loads of the isotropic
protofypes using the known data of the models
have shown exact agreement with the available
theoretical results. Calculations using different
Young's modulus of elasticity for the model and
prototype also show exact agreement. This
means that, for isotropic cases, the scaling laws
allow the flexibility in choosing different
materials for the models. Hence, the application
of the similitude theory appropriately can help
obtain certain answers of the complex unknown
phenomena without the need for the solutions of
the complicate differential equations.

The conditional requirement in eq.(9) is the

same as eq.(16) in reference [2] but their scaling
laws eq.(7)-(9) wil l be the same as eq.(10) in

this paper only if their 1,., ln, and l,p are eQual
to unity. However, the derivation presentec
herein is much easier and without the need of
employing the closed-form solution of the
plates.

In certain situation, complete similarity is
difficult to fulfil for the test model, then one
might relax certain condition in the similitude
invariant to enable the construction of the test

model. However, employing the approximate
similitude or partial similarity is allowed
provided, the complete set of simil itude criteria

to be taken into consideration is known on the
basis of the mathematical model and the enor

caused by disregarding the criterion can be
assessed beforehand. The method presented in

this research paper can also be used to verifu the

accuracy and correctness of other numerical
methods such as the finite element and boundary
element analyses or certain problems whose

analytical solutions are not available but only

test model data.

5. Nomenclature
a plate length

A.. laminate extensional stiffnesses
U

b plate width

B. .  laminate coupl ing st i f fnesses
t l

C scaling factor matrix
ci simil itude scaling factors

D isotropic flexural stiffness,

:  Eh '  i l 2 ( t -V -  )

fe r rn3  ]
\ " - l m

(trrnt)o

(0.,), (0-,). [TJ' [*)'� i*]

3.2.1 Special case: Isotropic Plates
By proceeding similarly as in previous

case , the following results are obtained:

f rc pr'3 ) [r" er'3 )
l s  I = 1 "  I

l D l t D lw p \ / m

Numerical Examples
Consider clamped plates subjected to

shear load with the same data for the model and

prototype of the previous example. From

reference [7], the shear buckling load is:

t o .2  n2  D

)
b

which gives

N = 154.2 N/mm. ,  N =1542 N/mm'
xym xYP

Us ingeq . (15 ) to  p red i c t  N  Y ie lds :
xyp

N = 1542 N/mm.
xyp

4. Conclusion and Discussion
The paper has employed a new approach of

the similitude transformation to establish the

similitude invariants and the scaling laws for the

stability of the symmetric cross-ply laminated
plates buckling by applying the similitude
transformation to the governing differential

N*y =
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D.. laminate flexural stiffnesses
U

E.. Young's moduli of elasticity
U

h total laminate thickness
K**.K, non-dimensional buckling loads

L(...) differential or algebraic operator
N**,i lyy inplane applied normal load

N*, inplane applied shear load

m model
p prototype
P load ratio
u, v, w middle surface displacements
X, vector of model variables
Xp vector of prototype variables
V isotropic Poisson's ratio
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